
WELCOME

WEEKEND
Survival Guide 2020/FALL



MEETING POINT

Meeting place: Parking lot next to

Műcsarnok, at Heroes square

Meeting between 8.30-9.00

Meeting Point

Look for the ESN flag

Please don't be late!



PROGRAMS
Saturday

8.30-9.00: Gathering & putting on your wristbands

9.30-10.30: Travelling to Eger

12.00-13.00: Check-in

13.00-14.00: Lunch

14.00: Walking to the city centre

14.00-16.00: Scavenger Hunt (bring a pen!)

16.00-17.00: Free time

17.00: Going back to the motel with bus

17.00-17.30: Free time & Shopping for the night

17.30: Gathering

18.00: Going to Szépasszonyvölgy

18.30 - 23.00: Wine tasting, Dinner and Party

Important: You're going back to the motel by taxi 

on your own cost! 



PROGRAMS
Sunday

8.00-8.30: Wake up

8.30-9.00: Packing

9.00-10.00: Breakfast

10.00-10.30: Gathering & packing into the bus

10.30: Going to the city centre

11.00-13.00: Castle tour

13.00-15.30: Free time

15.30-16.00: Gathering

16.00-18.00: Travelling back to Budapest



USEFUL INFORMATION

Lunch: soup + main course based on dietary

needs

Dinner: Hungarian Goulash eaten with bread

(dip it, taste it, love it!). This is the main

course.

Others will receive their dinner based on

their dietary needs.

Breakfast: everyone receives it from the

organisers.

Accomodation:in Motel Botax. You will be

accomodated in 4-5 bedded rooms.

Address: Külsősor utca 8, Eger, 3300

Meals

Phone numbers

Betty Pintér, Main Organizer:

 +36301924146

Tamás Mile, President of ESN ELTE:

+36308795861

Taxi options in Eger:

City Taxi Eger: +36 36 555 555

or Taxi3 Eger : +36 36 333333



WHAT TO BRING

Your ID or Passport

Medicine, if you take any

Cash

Cigarettes, if you smoke

Umbrella, in case it rains

Warm clothes, for the wine cellar

and for the night



Eger was founded in the 11th century. It was

occupied by the Turkish between 1596 and 1687.

During this period, Eger  served them as an

important outpost, and 35-metre high minaret is

one of the town's landmark.

It has been an archbishop’s seat since 1804. The

former Minorite Church (1758–71) is one of the

finer architectural monuments of Hungary. In the

early 18th century Eger revived, and the number

of ecclesiastical buildings that were built in the

town gave rise to its name “the Hungarian Rome.”

Eger's best known wine is Bikaver (Bull's Blood) a

full-bodied, red wine

LITTLE HISTORY OF EGER
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Despite all the regulations, we are more than happy to

be able to organize this event. Although due to COVID-

19 we had to make slight changes in the programs, we

hope that you will spen and unforgettable weekend in

Eger!

Please note that our number one priority is your health

and in order to avoid being infected, wash your hands

very often and be really careful. Also, if you feel ill or

having symptoms of the coronavirus, we kindly ask you

to not come to this event for yours and others' health.

THANK YOU!

If you have any question considering the Welcome

Weekend, don't hesitate to contact us!

General e-mail: info@esnelte.hu

Event: event@esnelte.hu

The Volunteers of ESN ELTE


